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ABSTRACT
A possible way to study the reionization of cosmic hydrogen is by observing the large
ionized regions (bubbles) around bright individual sources, e.g., quasars, using the
redshifted 21 cm signal. It has already been shown that matched filter-based methods
are not only able to detect the weak 21 cm signal from these bubbles but also aid in
constraining their properties. In this work, we extend the previous studies to develop a
rigorous Bayesian framework to explore the possibility of constraining the parameters
that characterize the bubbles. To check the accuracy with which we can recover the
bubble parameters, we apply our method on mock observations appropriate for the
upcoming SKA1-low. For a region of size & 50 cMpc around a typical quasar at
redshift 7, we find that ≈ 20 h of integration with SKA1-low will be able to constrain
the size and location of the bubbles, as well as the difference in the neutral hydrogen
fraction inside and outside the bubble, with . 10% precision. The recovery of the
parameters are more precise and the SNR of the detected signal is higher when the
bubble sizes are larger and their shapes are close to spherical. Our method can be
useful in identifying regions in the observed field which contain large ionized regions
and hence are interesting for following up with deeper integration times.
Key words: radiative transfer - galaxies: formation - intergalactic medium - cosmol-
ogy: theory - dark ages, reionization, first stars - X-rays: galaxies
1 INTRODUCTION
Detecting and understanding the properties of the very first
radiating sources in the Universe is one of the frontiers of
modern astronomy. Detecting these sources directly using
presently available facilities is challenging as they are appar-
ently faint and also the observations are limited by system-
atic effects. Nevertheless, a significant amount of progress
has been achieved towards detecting these high redshift
galaxies (Hu et al. 2010; Kashikawa et al. 2011; Ellis et al.
2013; Bouwens et al. 2017) and quasars (Fan et al. 2006;
Mortlock et al. 2011; Venemans et al. 2015; Ban˜ados et al.
2018) through various surveys over last few decades.
An indirect way to detect these sources would be
through their effect on the neutral gas (mainly hydrogen and
helium) in the intergalactic medium (IGM). It is believed
that the radiation from these primordial sources would mod-
ify the ionization and thermal state of the neutral hydro-
? Email: ghara.raghunath@gmail.com
gen (H i ) IGM during the Cosmic Dawn (CD) and the
Epoch of Reionization (EoR). The signal from the cosmo-
logical H i can, in principle, be detected through the red-
shifted 21 cm signal using low-frequency radio telescopes.
In fact, several existing radio interferometers such as the
Low Frequency Array (LOFAR)1 (van Haarlem et al. 2013;
Patil et al. 2017; Mertens et al. 2020), the Precision Array
for Probing the Epoch of Reionization (PAPER)2 (Parsons
et al. 2014), the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA)3 (Bow-
man et al. 2013; Tingay et al. 2013) etc. have dedicated
their valuable resources to detect this signal from the EoR.
Highly sensitive future telescopes such as the Square Kilo-
metre Array (SKA)4 and Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization
1 http://www.lofar.org/
2 http://eor.berkeley.edu/
3 http://www.mwatelescope.org/
4 http://www.skatelescope.org/
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Array (HERA)5 will also observe this signal from the Cosmic
Dawn as well.
Since the expected cosmological signal is much weaker
than the system noise and the astrophysical foregrounds,
one requires a good theoretical understanding of the gener-
ation of the signal for interpreting the data. Over the last
few decades, several theoretical studies have been aimed to-
wards understanding the details of the EoR. These stud-
ies include analytical calculations (e.g., Furlanetto et al.
2004; Paranjape & Choudhury 2014; Nebrin et al. 2019;
Ghara & Mellema 2020), semi-numerical simulations (Zahn
et al. 2007; Mesinger & Furlanetto 2007; Santos et al. 2008;
Thomas et al. 2009; Choudhury et al. 2009; Ghara et al.
2020; Choudhury & Paranjape 2018), and full radiative
transfer numerical simulations (Iliev et al. 2006; Mellema
et al. 2006; McQuinn et al. 2007; Shin et al. 2008; Baek
et al. 2009). The general consensus from these studies is that
the ultra-violet (UV) photons from the first sources create
ionized bubbles which later overlap and complete the reion-
ization of primordial H i around redshift ≈ 5.5 − 6 (Fan
et al. 2006; Stark et al. 2011; Planck Collaboration et al.
2018; Kulkarni et al. 2019). Using these theoretical models,
the detectability of the signal has been extensively studied
in terms of various statistical quantities such as the power
spectrum (Greig & Mesinger 2015; Shimabukuro & Semelin
2017; Schmit & Pritchard 2018), the bi-spectrum (Majum-
dar et al. 2018; Giri et al. 2019) and the size distribution
of the ionized bubbles (Giri et al. 2018). All these studies
show that the signal detectability critically depends on the
population and properties of these early sources.
A method complimentary to using the statistical quan-
tities is to detect the signature of ionized bubbles around the
individual sources, e.g., using the H i 21 cm maps (Mellema
et al. 2015; Ghara et al. 2017). In fact, the characteristic
sizes of these bubbles are expected to be as large as several
tens of comoving megaparsec (cMpc) at a stage when the
universe is only 50% ionized (see e.g, Giri et al. 2018). Nev-
ertheless, since the strength of the 21 cm signal is weak, the
detection of such large H ii bubbles still remains an open
challenge.
A possible method to detect these individual bubbles is
by using the matched filter (Datta et al. 2007). The tech-
nique applies predefined filters, such as spherical top-hat
filters in the image space, to the measured visibilities for en-
hancing the detectability of H ii regions from the EoR. Pre-
vious studies such as Datta et al. (2007); Majumdar et al.
(2012) have shown that this is an efficient method to detect
the large isolated H ii bubbles during the EoR. For exam-
ple, they found that H ii regions with size & 25 cMpc should
be easily detected for ∼ 1200 h of observation with LOFAR
(Datta et al. 2012a). The method has been extended also to
the Cosmic Dawn by Ghara et al. (2016) where one expects
isolated regions with strong absorption signal around the
individual/clustered sources (see e.g., Ghara et al. 2015a).
The detection of luminous quasars as early as at red-
shift & 7 (Mortlock et al. 2011; Ban˜ados et al. 2018) sug-
gests that the size of H ii regions around those rare sources
will be larger compared to those around the galaxies host-
ing stars. Thus, the locations of these quasars are suitable
5 https://reionization.org/
for targetted searches using matched filtering techniques. In
fact, Majumdar et al. (2012) have shown that it is, in prin-
ciple, possible to constrain the properties of the quasars and
the surrounding IGM through the matched filtering method
with present telescopes, although the observational time re-
quired can be quite large. Nevertheless, this technique can
accurately estimate the age of the quasar at the center if we
have prior knowledge on the emission rate of the ionizing
photons from the observation of Infrared spectrum, and can
potentially place a lower limit on the neutral fraction at that
redshift (Majumdar et al. 2012). The study also assumed
that the observations will be targetted towards the known
quasars. In general, however, such favourable situations may
not be common during the EoR. Thus, it is important to
develop a framework to detect H ii regions through a blind
search in 21 cm maps where no prior information about the
locations of the ionized regions is known. In addition, it is
also important to develop methods to constrain the proper-
ties of the bubbles (e.g., the position and the size) through
the same signal. Such detection of the large H ii regions us-
ing the observations of 21 cm signal from the EoR will also
imply indirect detection of the 21 cm signal in general.
In this work, our goal is to develop a mathematically
rigorous method to detect and measure the quantities that
characterize the properties of the bubble. We essentially ex-
tend the method used in studies such as Datta et al. (2007);
Majumdar et al. (2012) to a Bayesian approach with the
aim of constraining the properties of the ionized bubbles.
To achieve this, we make use of methods developed for de-
tecting the weak gravitational waves from isolated sources
buried under the detector noise (Finn 1992). The method
allows one to calculate the likelihood of detecting a bubble
buried within the telescope noise. The likelihood thus de-
fined depends on the model used for the signal which, in
turn, depends on several parameters (e.g., the position and
size of the bubble along with the neutral hydrogen fraction
of the surrounding medium). One can implement the al-
ready existing and widely-used Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) algorithms to explore the multi-dimensional pa-
rameter space of the filter and obtain the corresponding pos-
terior probability distribution. We apply this framework to
simulated mock visibilities of SKA1-low which contain the
expected signal and system noise. This allows us to check
how accurately do the inferred parameter values match the
input signal and also to work out the expected precision with
which the parameters can be recovered.
This paper is structured in the following way. In section
2, we describe the basic methodology including the likeli-
hood calculations used in this study. In section 3, we de-
scribe the mock visibilities used in this paper. In particular,
the different subsections describe simulations of the 21 cm
signal and the calculation of system noise used in this study.
We present our results in section 4 before we conclude in sec-
tion 5. The cosmological parameters used in this study are
Ωm = 0.32, ΩΛ = 0.68, ΩB = 0.049, h = 0.67, ns = 0.96,
and σ8 = 0.83, which are consistent with Planck (Planck
Collaboration et al. 2014).
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2 FRAMEWORK
The directly measurable quantities in a radio interferomet-
ric observation are the visibilities. The measured visibilities
V (~U, ν) depend on the baseline vector ~U and the observation
frequency ν. The baseline for a pair of individual antennas
of the interferometer is given by ~U = ~d/λ, where ~d is the
distance between the two antennas and λ = c/ν is the ob-
serving wavelength. Besides the 21 cm signal, the measured
visibilities will also contain foregrounds from our Galaxy
and extragalactic point sources, the instrumental noise, and
other systematic effects (e.g., the ionosphere and radio fre-
quency interference). In this study, we assume that the fore-
grounds and other systematic effects can be identified and
subtracted perfectly from the visibilities. Under such an as-
sumption, the visibilities contain only the redshifted 21 cm
signal and system noise. Thus, we can write
V (~U, ν) = S(~U, ν) +N(~U, ν), (1)
where S and N represent the contributions from the signal
and system noise respectively.
The main principle of this framework is to smooth the
measured visibilities using an appropriate filter and define a
likelihood which can be used for Bayesian parameter estima-
tion. In the matched filter formalism, the smoothing filter is
chosen as whatever we expect the signal to be. In this sense,
the filter would depend on the parameters required to model
the signal.
Unfortunately, the characterization of the expected sig-
nal in terms of a few parameters is not straightforward as the
signal is product of several complex physical processes. Due
to this, earlier studies like Datta et al. (2007) have used sim-
ple filters which assumes spherical H ii regions around the
sources. We too follow the same approach and use the sim-
ple spherical top-hat filter in this work. It is important to
keep in mind that this may not necessarily be the optimum
filter for detecting H ii bubbles as their shapes in the map
may be more complex because of significant overlap between
individual H ii regions. However, as we will show later, this
simple-minded filter serves our purpose adequately for mea-
suring the position and size of the bubble.
We characterize the spherical top-hat filter in terms of
five parameters as given below.
• R (cMpc): radius of the spherical top-hat filter.
• θX (arcmin): x-coordinate of the centre of the filter
along the angular direction.
• θY (arcmin): y-coordinate of the centre of the filter
along the angular direction.
• ∆ν (MHz): frequency difference between the central fre-
quency channel of the radio observation and the channel that
contains the centre of the filter.
• AδTb (mK): the amplitude of the signal outside the
H ii bubble. We set the signal to zero inside the bubble.
We label the set of these five parameters as µ ≡
{R, θX , θY ,∆ν,AδTb}. Let us denote the Fourier transform
of the top-hat filter, appropriate for the visibility space, as
Sf (~U, ν;µ).
2.1 Likelihood calculation
In a Bayesian framework, the conditional probability that
a particular signal Sf (~U, ν;µ), characterized by the param-
eters µ, is present in the data V (~U, ν) is proportional to
(Finn 1992)
Λ(µ) = p(µ) exp
{
1
σ2rms
∫
d2U
∫
dν ρB(~U, ν)
×
[
2V (~U, ν)S∗f (~U, ν;µ)− |Sf (~U, ν;µ)|2
]}
, (2)
where p(µ) is a prior probability that the signal Sf (~U, ν;µ)
can be characterized by the parameters µ. As described in
the previous section, we aim to detect large H ii regions in
this study. Thus, the particular signal Sf (~U, ν;µ) considered
here is the Fourier transform of the top-hat filter (or a spher-
ical ionised region in our case) characterised by five param-
eters as µ ≡ {R, θX , θY ,∆ν,AδTb}. The quantity ρB(~U, ν)
is the normalized baseline distribution which satisfies the
condition ∫
d2U
∫
dν ρB(~U, ν) = 1, (3)
and σrms is the rms of the system noise map. The details of
this calculation are given in Appendix A. We should point
out that this conditional probability is nothing but the pos-
terior distribution of the parameters and hence can be used
to obtain the confidence intervals on the multi-dimensional
parameter space using conventional Bayesian parameter es-
timation methods.
For a uniform prior, we can write the logarithm of the
likelihood as
log Λ(µ) =
1
σ2rms
∫
d2U
∫
dν ρB(~U, ν)
×
[
2V (~U, ν) S∗f (~U, ν;µ)− |Sf (~U, ν;µ)|2
]
. (4)
Given the data V , the likelihood can be computed for any
parameter set µ. The best-fit parameter µˆ is the one that
maximizes the likelihood. As already mentioned, the way
the likelihood is defined above, one can also obtain the con-
fidence contours using standard Bayesian methods. In this
study, we use the Markov Chain Monte Carlo-based publicly
available code cosmomc6 (Lewis & Bridle 2002) to explore
the five-dimensional parameter space of the model signal
and to estimate the best fit parameter value µˆ and the con-
fidence intervals.
We also note that a related quantity is the signal-to-
noise ratio defined as (Finn 1992),
SNR =
[
1
σ2rms
∫
d2U
∫
dν ρB(~U, ν) |Sf (~U, ν; µˆ)|2
]1/2
,
(5)
which essentially measures the strength of detected signal.
3 MOCK VISIBILITIES
In order to test how well the likelihood-based analysis re-
covers the underlying true properties of the ionized bubbles
6 https://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/
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Number of antenna (Nant) 512
Effective area (Aeff) 962 m
2
Integration time (∆tc) 120 sec
Observation time per day 4 h
Total observation time (tobs) 20 h
Declination to observed region -30◦
Right Ascension 0◦
Observation frequency (νc) 177.5 MHz
Band width (Bν) 18.94 MHz
Frequency resolution (∆ν) 175 kHz
System temperature (Tsys)
[
100 + 60× ( ν
300MHz
)−2.55
]
K
Table 1. The details of the mock observation with SKA1-low.
The frequency of observation is chosen to observe the 21 cm sig-
nal at redshift 7. The baseline uv coverage corresponds to an
integration time of 120 seconds and 4 hours of observation per
day, while the total observation time is 20 hours.
with the upcoming telescopes, we need to generate mock vis-
ibilities appropriate for these instruments. In this work, we
focus on visibilities appropriate for the upcoming SKA1-low.
For this, we consider the presently announced antenna con-
figuration of SKA1-low. This revised configuration of the
SKA1-low consists of 512 antenna stations7. In our mock
observation, we assume that a region with Right Ascension
0◦ and declination −30◦ is observed for 4 hours daily. The
details of the mock observation are given in Table 1.
As mentioned in equation (1), the measured visibility is
the sum of the cosmological signal and the system noise (ig-
noring the foregrounds and other systematics). The methods
used to generate the signal and noise are described next.
3.1 The cosmological H i 21 cm signal
The expected 21 cm signal is simulated using the code griz-
zly (Ghara et al. 2015a, 2018) which uses one-dimensional
radiative transfer schemes to generate the brightness tem-
perature cubes from the outputs of an N -body simulation.
Details of the N -body simulation as well as the method are
given below.
3.1.1 N-body simulation
The dark matter only N -body simulation was carried out
using code cubep3m8 (Harnois-De´raps et al. 2013). The sim-
ulation provides snapshots of density and velocity fields and
also the list of haloes from redshift 20.134 to redshift 6.
The time difference between two successive snapshots is 10
Myr. The grid dimension of the density and velocity fields
is 2163, while the size of the simulation box is 200/h cMpc.
7 https://astronomers.skatelescope.org/wp-content/
uploads/2016/09/SKA-TEL-SKO-0000422_02_SKA1_
LowConfigurationCoordinates-1.pdf
8 http://wiki.cita.utoronto.ca/mediawiki/index.php/CubePM
The minimum mass of the haloes identified using the spher-
ical over-density method (see e.g., Watson et al. 2013) is
2.2× 109 M. The same N -body simulation was previously
used in Ghara et al. (2015b).
3.1.2 Modelling the radiation sources
We assume that each halo identified from the N -body sim-
ulation contains a galaxy. The radiation from the galaxy
is contributed by two components: stars and a mini-quasar
powered by the central black hole. The stellar population
is taken to be the Population II stars which turn out to be
the main contributors to the hydrogen ionizing photons. We
assume the stellar mass of the galaxy is proportional to the
mass of the host dark matter halo with the proportional-
ity constant fixed such that the number of ionizing photons
emitted per second per stellar mass in the dark matter halo
is ≈ 5.67 × 1043. This choice gives rise to reionization his-
tory such that the reionization ends around redshift 6. The
spectral energy distribution (SED) of the stars is generated
using the publicly available code pegase (Fioc & Rocca-
Volmerange 1997; Ghara et al. 2015a).
For the mini-quasars, the SED is taken to be a simple
power-law with spectral index 1.5. The X-ray luminosity9,
produced predominantly by the mini-quasars, is taken to be
5% of the UV luminosity of the galaxy. With these assump-
tions, the spectrum of the galaxy is entirely determined by
the host dark matter halo mass.
3.1.3 Simulation of H i maps using grizzly
We begin by creating a library which consists of a large
number of one-dimensional profiles of xHII, TK around iso-
lated sources for different combinations of dark matter halo
masses, redshifts and density contrast. These profiles are
used to generate the ionization maps and kinetic tempera-
ture maps in grizzly. In this code, we first estimate the size
of ionized regions around each source and assign H ii regions
around the sources using the library already created. At the
same time, we also compute the “unused” ionizing photons
in the overlapped regions. These unused photons are then
redistributed among the overlapping sources by increasing
the size of the ionized regions appropriately. The ionization
fraction in the partially ionized regions is calculated using
a simple overlap prescription and the kinetic temperature
maps are generated using a correlation between the ioniza-
tion fraction and TK (for details, see Ghara et al. 2015a;
Islam et al. 2019). Finally, we generate the Lyα flux maps
assuming that the Lyα photons flux decrease as 1/R2 where
R is the radial distance from the source. We generate the
spin temperature TS maps using this Lyα photon field as-
suming the collisional coupling is negligible at the redshift
of our interest.
It is straightforward to generate the brightness temper-
ature maps from the maps of density contrast (δ), neutral
fraction (xHI) and spin temperature (TS) using (see e.g.,
9 We assume that the X-ray band spans from 100 eV to 10 keV,
while the UV range is 13.6-100 eV.
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Figure 1. Left panel : A two-dimensional slice of the brightness temperature from the simulated light-cone. This slice is chosen such
that it contains the halo with the largest mass at redshift ≈7. The resolution of the map is 1.075′ which corresponds to a length scale
of ≈ 2.76 cMpc. Right panel : The system noise map with σrms = 35.3 µJy per beam (370 mK). This corresponds to 20 h of observation
with SKA1-low with a frequency channel width of 175 kHz.
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Figure 2. Left panel : The amplitude of the visibilities as a function of baseline length U for an isolated H ii bubble of size 50 cMpc
placed in a uniform neutral medium at redshift 7. The bubble centre coincides with the centre of the field of view. The frequency channel
corresponds to the one which contains the centre of the test bubble at redshift 7. The dotted line shows the noise rms for 20 h observation
with SKA1-low with the other observation parameters given in Table 1. Right panel : The amplitude of the signal visibilities as a function
of ∆ν = ν− νc, the frequency deviation from the central channel νc. The baseline length is chosen to be U = 30 for this plot. The dotted
line shows the noise rms for 20 h observation with SKA1-low with the other observation parameters given in Table 1.
Madau et al. 1997; Furlanetto et al. 2006)
δTb(~θ, ν) = 27 xHI(x, z)[1 + δB(x, z)]
(
ΩBh
2
0.023
)
×
(
0.15
Ωmh2
1 + z
10
)1/2 [
1− Tγ(z)
TS(x, z)
]
mK, (6)
where ~θ is the angular position of the observed region and
ν = 1420/(1+z) MHz is the frequency of observation. Tγ(z)
= 2.73 ×(1+z) K denotes the brightness temperature of the
Cosmic microwave background (CMB). It is straightforward
to convert the three-dimensional position x in the simulation
box to an angle ~θ on the sky and a frequency ν along the
line of sight.
While generating the δTb maps, we also include the ef-
fect of the peculiar velocities of the gas in the IGM by mov-
ing the gas elements appropriately along the line of sight. In
addition, we include another line of sight effect, popularly
known as the “light-cone” effect which accounts for the evo-
lution of the signal with redshift or observational frequency
(Ghara et al. 2015b). Finally, we reduce the resolution of the
simulated map by factor 2 using a top-hat smoothing filter
in order to reduce the computation time of our analysis. Our
final two-dimensional maps thus have 1082 grids.
The left-hand panel of Figure 1 presents one such two-
dimensional slice from the light-cone at redshift ≈7. The
angular resolution of the map is 1.075′ which corresponds
to 2.76 cMpc length on the sky plane. The volume aver-
aged ionization fraction at redshift 7 is ≈ 0.4 for the chosen
reionization model. The kinetic temperature of the gas in the
IGM is well above the CMB brightness temperature due to
significant X-ray heating. This fact, with a strong Lyα cou-
pling, makes the signal almost insensitive to the spin tem-
perature fluctuations at that redshift. Thus, the fluctuation
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2019)
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in δTb, as shown in Figure 1, is solely due to the fluctuation
in ionization fraction and density field, see equation (6).
The gridded visibilities of the signal are generated
by performing a discrete Fourier transform of the two-
dimensional slice at each frequency channel (an example of
such a channel is shown in the left-hand panel of Figure 1):
S(~U, ν) = F (~U, ν)
∫
d2θ IS(~θ, ν) A(~θ) e
i2pi~θ·~U , (7)
where the sky specific intensity at frequency ν can be related
to δTb as,
IS(~θ, ν) =
2kBν
2
c2
δTb(~θ, ν). (8)
Here, A(~θ) denotes the primary beam pattern of individ-
ual antenna. We have assumed a rather wide primary beam
which allows us to set A(~θ) ≈ 1 for the rest of the work.
The quantity F (~U, ν) represents the sampling function of
the baselines, i.e., F = 1 for the grid points with at least
one measured visibility, and F = 0 otherwise. Note that
S(~U, ν) denotes the observed visibilities of the signal in gen-
eral while the quantity Sf (~U, ν;µ) in Section 2 denotes the
top-hat smoothing filter used in this study.
3.2 Noise simulation
We assume that the system noise N(~U, ν) at different base-
lines and frequency channels are uncorrelated. The rms noise
for each baseline, polarization and frequency channel can be
written as
σN =
√
2kBTsys
Aeff
√
∆νc ∆tc
, (9)
where ∆νc and ∆tc are the frequency channel width and the
correlator integration time respectively. The quantities Aeff
and Tsys represent the effective collecting area of individual
antenna and the system temperature respectively. The val-
ues of these quantities as used in this study can be found
in Table 1. The noise at each baseline and frequency chan-
nel can be reduced by integrating over a longer time tobs, in
which case we can scale the rms by
√
∆tc/tobs and obtain
σN =
√
2kBTsys
Aeff
√
∆νc tobs
, (10)
The two-dimensional maps of the noise visibilities are
generated by assuming the noise to be a gaussian random
variable with zero mean and rms as given in equation 10.
The real space noise maps can be generated by performing
Fourier transforms of those visibility maps. The rms of the
noise maps thus generated can be expressed as
σrms =
σN√
NB Nc
=
√
2kBTsys
Aeff
√
Bν tobsNant(Nant − 1)/2
, (11)
where NB = Nant(Nant − 1)/2 is the number of base-
lines for Nant number of antennas in the interferometer and
NC = Bν/∆νc is the total number of channels given the
total bandwidth Bν . The values of these quantities too can
be found in Table 1. The bandwidth used in this study cor-
responds to the size of our simulation box which is 200/h
cMpc. On the other hand, the frequency resolution 175 kHz
and the angular resolution 1.075′ correspond to same length
scale 2.76 cMpc, the grid resolution of the maps. The right-
hand panel of Figure 1 shows the noise map corresponding
to the frequency channel at redshift 7 for 20 h of observa-
tion time with SKA1-low. The rms of the map is 35.3 µJy
per beam which is equivalent to a brightness temperature of
370 mK at this resolution. One can see that the rms of the
noise map is quite large compared to the signal strength as
shown in the left-hand panel of the same figure. The rms can
be reduced further by integrating over a longer observation
time and lowering the resolution (Ghara et al. 2017).
4 RESULTS
4.1 Toy model: an isolated H ii bubble in a
uniform neutral medium
Before applying our method of detecting bubbles on mock
data sets generated from realistic reionization maps, we test
the performance of this on a simple toy model which is that
of an isolated spherical H ii bubble in a uniform neutral
medium. We assume that the centre of this H ii bubble co-
incides with the centre of the field of view and also with the
central frequency channel (which corresponds to redshift 7).
The amplitude of the brightness temperature of the neutral
medium outside the bubble is set to 30 mK, which is typical
of the IGM at these redshifts. We list the values of these
input parameters in the second column of Table 2. Note
that the noise map which is shown in the right panel of Fig-
ure 1 will completely dominate over this toy model signal.
However, such a signal can still be detected for a coarser res-
olution and longer observation time (see e.g., Ghara et al.
2017).
The visibility amplitude of the H ii bubble at the cen-
tral frequency channel as a function of the baseline length
U ≡ |~U | is shown in the left-hand panel of Figure 2. The visi-
bility amplitude |S| decays at the larger baselines. The oscil-
latory feature of this curve corresponds to the Fourier trans-
form of the spherical H ii bubble which has sharp edges. In
the right-hand panel of Figure 2, we show |S| as a function
of the frequency (with respect to the central channel) for a
baseline U = 30. As expected, the amplitude decreases at
frequency channels away from the centre of the test bubble.
These are consistent with earlier studies such as Datta et al.
(2007).
The noise amplitude, generated according to the param-
eters given in Table 1, is shown by dotted lines in both the
panels of Figure 2. The number density of small baselines
(U ∼ 100) is larger than that of large baselines (U ∼ 1000)
for the proposed antenna configuration of SKA1-low (see
e.g., Ghara et al. 2016). This makes the noise at small base-
lines less compared to the large baselines. Clearly, the signal
from this test H ii bubble is above the noise level and hence
detectable at baselines U . 300 which corresponds to an
angular scale of ≈ 11′ (and a linear scale ≈ 30 cMpc).
In Figure 3, we plot the likelihood Λ(µ) as a function
of all the different filter parameters for this toy model of
H ii bubble. For these plots, we vary one parameter at a
time while the other four parameters are fixed to their known
values. One can easily see that the likelihood becomes max-
imum when the parameter values approach the input values
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Parameters Fixed value Explored range Best fit Standard deviation
R (cMpc) 50.0 10.0, 100.0 50.11 0.4
θX (arcmin) 0.0 -40.0, 40.0 0.019 0.32
θY (arcmin) 0.0 -40.0, 40.0 0.017 0.3
∆ν (MHz) 0.0 -4.0, 4.0 -0.002 0.03
AδTb (mK) 30.0 -100, 100 29.65 1.3
Table 2. This shows the outcomes of an MCMC analysis. θX , θY are the angular positions of the centre of the filter of radius R.
∆ν = ν − νc is the frequency deviation from the central channel νc and AδTb is the amplitude of the filter signal. The second column
shows the chosen values of these parameters for the test H ii bubble as our input signal. The best fit values of the parameters are obtained
from an MCMC analysis and the standard deviations correspond to 20 h of observation with SKA1-low with a bandwidth of 18.96 MHz
at redshift 7. The details of the mock observation are given in Table 1.
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Figure 3. Different panels represent the log of the likelihood Λ(µ) as a function of five filter parameters µ, i.e, the radius of the sphere
(R), angular positions of the centre of the filter (θX , θY ), position of the filter along the frequency axis (∆ν) and the amplitude of the
filter (AδTb ). Note that we vary one parameter at a time for this plot while we set the other parameters to their known values (solid
curves). The input values of the parameters for this test H ii region are denoted by the dotted vertical lines. These likelihoods correspond
to a 20 hours observation time and 18.96 MHz bandwidth using SKA1-low at a central frequency 177.5 MHz. In the rightmost panel in
the bottom row, the dashed curve is similar to the solid curve, but with a filter radius R = 70 cMpc which is different than our fiducial
choice. The vertical dot-dashed curve represents the AδTb value that corresponds to the maximum of the likelihood in this case.
as shown by the vertical dashed lines. These results thus
confirm that the likelihood defined this way is a good choice
for the analysis to estimate parameters.
In order to explore the effect of the filter radius on the
recovery of the signal amplitude AδTb outside the bubble,
we calculate the dependence of the likelihood on AδTb for
R = 70 cMpc (keeping in mind that the bubble radius is
only 50 cMpc). This result is shown by the dashed curve in
the rightmost panel in the bottom row of Figure 3. We find
that the likelihood peaks at AδTb ≈ 11 mK (the vertical dot-
dashed line), which is smaller than the input value of 30 mK.
The reason for this is that the filter size is taken to be larger
than the test H ii bubble size and hence, the volume of the
box that is contained within the top hat filter radius con-
tains a contribution from the neutral regions in addition to
the test bubble. This reduces the contrast between the signal
amplitude inside the volume of the box within the filter ra-
dius and outside. The maximum likelihood occurs when this
contrast matches with the value of AδTb . This should occur
when AδTb is close to (δTb,box−δTb,fil) where δTb,box, δTb,fil
are the mean δTb for the entire box and volume of the box
within the filter radius respectively. This in turn implies that
the value of AδTb that maximizes the likelihood for a given
R depends on δTb,box and an effective size of the ionized
bubble Reff,HII within R. If [θX , θY ,∆ν] are the coordinates
of the centre of a spherical region of radius R, we can de-
fine the effective radius Reff,HII(R, θX , θY ,∆ν) such that the
total volume of ionized regions within the spherical region
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2019)
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Figure 4. The Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as a function of the
H ii bubble radius for the toy model of Section 4.1. These SNRs
correspond to a 20 hours observation with 18.96 MHz band-
width using SKA1-low at a central frequency 177.5 MHz. Different
curves represent different choice of average brightness tempera-
ture AδTb of the signal from the IGM. The vertical dotted line
corresponds to the default size of the H ii bubble used in section
4.1.
is 4pi
3
× R3eff,HII, i.e., Reff,HII ≡ (1 − δTb,fil/δTb,box)1/3 × R.
The AδTb value that maximizes the likelihood for a R is
thus δTb,box × R
3
eff,HII
R3
. For R = 70 cMpc, this turns out to
be ≈ 11 mK for the test bubble of size 50 cMpc and sig-
nal amplitude of 30 mK. This exercise will be important in
subsequent discussions.
Now that we know that the likelihood will be maximum
when the filter parameters are such that it mimics the test
H ii signal, we can estimate the strength of the signal by
computing the SNR for the best-fit parameters (which would
be close to the true input values in this toy model). We find
that the SNR of the H ii bubble which is estimated following
equation (5) is ≈ 200 for 20 h of observation with SKA1-low.
We also plot the SNR as a function of the radius H ii bubble
for the same observation configuration as in Figure 4. We
show the results for three different values of AδTb as shown in
the figure, where smaller values of AδTb correspond to higher
ionization fraction outside the bubble. For AδTb = 30 mK
(which corresponds to a completely neutral medium outside
the bubble), the SNR for a 20h-long SKA1-low observation
at redshift 7 for a bubble radius as small as ≈ 10 cMpc will
result in an SNR ≈ 10, which indicates a highly significant
detection. However, the SNR of a H ii bubble of size ≈ 10
cMpc decreases to 3 for AδTb = 10 mK (which corresponds
to a medium that is ≈ 67% ionized outside the bubble). The
same SNR can also be achieved for a H ii bubble of radius
≈ 6 cMpc in a completely neutral medium.
In reality, the IGM outside the bubble will clearly be
partially ionized because of the presence of other galaxies,
hence detection of very small bubbles could be challenging
as this exercise shows. We will discuss these in more detail
in Section 4.2 when we consider more realistic scenarios of
reionization.
As a final exercise with the toy model, we use the com-
bined likelihood with MCMC-based analysis to constrain
the parameters characterizing the filter (and hence the sig-
nal). In this case, we assume that we do not have any prior
knowledge of the size or position of the bubble and hence
vary all the five free parameters of the filter simultaneously.
Such exploration of the five-dimensional parameter space
of the filter not only provides the best-fit parameters but
also the corresponding confidence intervals. The details of
the MCMC analysis are listed in Table 2. The best-fit pa-
rameters we obtain are µˆ = {50.11 ± 0.4 cMpc, 0.02′ ±
0.32′, 0.02′±0.3′,−0.002±0.03 MHz, 29.65±1.3 mK} where
the errors denote the 1σ uncertainties. These are consistent
with the input parameters of the test H ii bubble whose size
is 50 cMpc, coordinates of the center are (0′, 0′, 0 MHz), and
amplitude of signal outside the H ii region is 30 mK. The
standard deviation also gives a fair idea about the typical
error-bars on the parameters for 20h of observation. The
confidence intervals obtained from the MCMC analysis are
shown in Figure 5. The top panel in each column shows the
probability distribution function (PDF) for the correspond-
ing parameter. One can see that the PDFs peak at the in-
put parameter values (shown by the vertical dotted lines) of
the test H ii bubble. We also note from the two-dimensional
contours that there is no significant correlation between the
parameters. Note that the range of parameter space plotted
in this figure is smaller compared to the total prior range
of parameter space explored in the analysis (see Table 2),
hence none of the constraints are affected by the priors.
4.2 Realistic scenario
Next, we consider several realistic scenarios of the 21 cm
signal from the EoR. These scenarios are motivated by
the recent detections of high-redshift quasars (Mortlock
et al. 2011; Kashikawa et al. 2015; Venemans et al. 2015;
Ban˜ados et al. 2018). These rare quasars are very luminous
compared to the galaxies and thus, expect to create large
H ii bubbles around them. In principle, one may expect that
the H ii regions around those rare quasars will be distinct in
size. Hence the measurement of the size of such H ii regions
around the individual quasars can unravel various properties
of these sources, such as the luminosity of ionizing photons
produced by them, their age etc.
We model such bright quasars by assuming that there is
one such source in our simulation box, and we take the most
massive halo within the box at redshift 7 to be the host. Fol-
lowing Mortlock et al. (2011), we set the luminosity of this
quasar so that it emits 1.3× 1054 ionizing photons per sec-
ond. These choices are similar as adopted in Majumdar et al.
(2012). In our simulation, the position of the rare quasar
turns out to be θX = 34.94
′, θY = 37.625′,∆ν = −0.875
MHz. Note that the quasar is included in addition to all
other sources (stars and mini-quasars) as described in Sec-
tion 3.1.2. For our chosen reionization history, the ionizing
photons from the galaxies set the volume averaged ioniza-
tion fraction at redshift 7 to ≈0.4.
To test the performance of our likelihood-based frame-
work, we choose three different models for the bright quasar
as follows:
(i) Galaxy − Quasar30Myr: In this model, we assume
the lifetime of the quasar is 30 Myr at redshift 7.
(ii) Galaxy−Quasar10Myr: This is similar to the previ-
ous scenario except that the lifetime of the quasar is taken
to be 10 Myr at redshift 7.
(iii) Galaxy − noQuasar: In this model, there are no
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Figure 5. Posterior constraints on the H ii bubble parameters in the toy model of Section 4.1 obtained through a MCMC-based analysis
over the parameter space as listed in Table 2. The contour levels in the two-dimensional contour plots represent 1σ and 2σ confidence
levels respectively. The diagonal panels represent the marginalized probability distribution of each parameter. The vertical dotted lines
represent the input values for the parameters. This analysis is done for 20 h of observation with SKA1-low at redshift 7.
Parameters Explored range
Galaxy −Quasar30Myr
Best fit (σ)
Galaxy −Quasar10Myr
Best fit (σ)
Galaxy − noQuasar
Best fit (σ)
R (cMpc) 10.0, 100.0 55.4 (0.18) 44.4 (0.23) 47.7 (0.48)
AδTb (mK) -100, 100 9.48 (0.1) 9.13 (0.15) 4.29 (0.13)
SNR - 74.6 (-) 50.6 (-) 26.7 (-)
δTb, box(mK) - 9.9 (-) 10 (-) 10.1 (-)
R MFPpeak
cMpc
(
R GNpeak
cMpc
) - 60.8 (44.2) 46.9 (30.4) 24.8 (19.3)
Table 3. Similar to Table 2, this shows the results of the MCMC analysis for three models of the luminous quasar surrounded by realistic
ionized regions. We assume that the position of the quasar is known from other experiments and vary only two parameters R and AδTb .
We quote the SNR for the best-fit parameters defined in equation (5). δTb,box represents the average brightness temperature of the
simulation box. RMFPpeak and R
GN
peak are the characteristic sizes of the bubbles around the largest dark matter halo at which the PDFs of
the sizes of the bubbles have peaks. The superscripts ‘MFP’ and ‘GN’ denote mean-free-path and Granulometry method respectively.
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Figure 6. Two-dimensional slices of the brightness temperature obtained from the simulated light-cone. The slice is chosen so that it
contains the most massive dark matter halo. The resolution of the maps is 1.075′ which corresponds to a length scale of ≈ 2.76 cMpc.
From left to right, the columns represent models Galaxy−Quasar30Myr, Galaxy−Quasar10Myr and Galaxy−noQuasar, respectively.
The bottom panels show the maps on the plane of the sky, while the top panels show the maps where the vertical axes are along the line
of sight. The red dot point in each map represents the location of the rare quasar which is hosted by the most massive dark matter halo
in the simulation box. The red dotted circles represent the best-fit size of the filter as estimated from the MCMC analysis.
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Figure 7. Posterior constraints obtained from the MCMC analysis over the two-dimensional parameter space characterizing the model
bubble signal. The analysis assumes that the location of the bubble is known beforehand. The contour levels in the two-dimensional
contour plots represent 1σ and 2σ confidence levels respectively. The vertical dotted lines represent the best-fit values of the parameters
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represent the Galaxy − Quasar30Myr, Galaxy − Quasar10Myr and Galaxy − noQuasar models respectively. The mock observation
setup is described in Table 1.
bright quasars in the box. Hence the box only contains ion-
ized regions generated by the stars and mini-quasars as de-
scribed in section 3.1.2.
In the bottom panels of Figure 6, we show the two-
dimensional maps of δTb on the sky plane with the slice
chosen such that it contains the most massive dark matter
halo in the box. The top panels of the same figure show
the maps where the vertical axes is along the frequency
direction. The three panels from left to right correspond
to the three scenarios mentioned above. The volume aver-
age brightness temperature of these three scenarios are 9.9
mK, 10 mK, and 10.1 mK respectively, the difference being
due to the size of the ionized region produced by the lumi-
nous quasar. The H ii region around the quasar is distinctly
larger compared to the other H ii bubbles in the middle
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as the best-fit values of R obtained from the MCMC analysis. The vertical magenta lines denote the best-fit R values from the MCMC
chains where we vary only R and AδTb parameters.
and left panel of the figure. Also, the size of the H ii region
around the quasar increases with the lifetime. It is also in-
teresting to note that the ionized region around the most
massive halo is larger compared to the other such regions at
the same redshift or at same ∆ν even in the absence of any
luminous quasar (see the right panel of Figure 6). These
agree with previous results of Datta et al. (2012b); Feng
et al. (2013); Kakiichi et al. (2017). Although there are no
luminous quasars in the box, the largest H ii regions never-
theless are expected to be around the massive haloes which
form earlier in time and hence contain more number of stars
than the less massive haloes. Also, these massive haloes are
strongly clustered, hence the overlap of the H ii bubbles is
quite efficient leading to larger H ii regions. On the other
hand, note that the sizes of the H ii regions consistently in-
crease as ∆ν decreases. This is because a part of the map
with a smaller ∆ν corresponds to a lower redshift and thus
corresponds to a later stage of EoR where the characteristic
sizes of the H ii regions increase. This is also known as the
light-cone effect (Ghara et al. 2015b).
Next, we apply our parameter estimation method to the
visibilities of these maps. The specifications of the observa-
tions are the same as previously used in the toy model of the
isolated H ii region in the previous section (see also Table
1). We first take the case where the location of the quasar
is known from, say, optical or IR observations. In this case,
three of the five parameters θX , θY and ∆ν are fixed be-
forehand and we perform the MCMC analysis by varying
only two parameters R and AδTb . We fix the coordinates
θX = 34.94
′, θY = 37.625′ and ∆ν = −0.875 MHz. Note
that under this approach, the model Galaxy− noQuasar is
only of academic interest as there is no quasar at the target
location.
The results of the two-parameter MCMC analysis for
these three scenarios are shown in Figure 7 and listed in
Table 3. The best-fit value of R as obtained from the MCMC
analysis for the Galaxy − Quasar30Myr model is R ≈ 55
cMpc which is visually similar as shown in the left panel of
Figure 6. The best-fit regions are highlighted by the dashed
circles in the figure. We also find that the best fit value
(standard deviation) of AδTb is ≈ 9.5 (0.1) mK which is
smaller than the mean of the brightness temperature of the
box (which is 9.9 mK in this case). In fact, the mean of
the brightness temperature of the box lies well outside of
the credible limits (more than 3 − σ away) of AδTb . Hence
our model is unable to recover the input true value of AδTb .
The reason for this bias in the recovered amplitude is that
the spherical filter is unable to describe the complex shape
of the ionized bubble and includes some neutral regions. We
also note from the table that the precision of these recovered
parameters is . 1%.
The conclusions are similar for the other model includ-
ing the quasar, i.e., Galaxy − Quasar10Myr. The best-fit
values (standard deviations) of R and AδTb are 45 (0.23)
cMpc and 9.1 (0.15) mK respectively for this case. In this
case too, the mean δTb of the simulation box (which is ≈
10 mK) is well outside the credible limits of our recovered
AδTb .
Unlike these two scenarios, the best-fit parameters for
the scenario Galaxy − noQuasar is not straightforward to
interpret. We find that the best-fit parameter values (stan-
dard deviations) of R and AδTb are ≈ 48 (0.5) cMpc and
≈ 4.3 (0.13) mK, respectively in this case. The best-fit size
of the filter appears to be larger than the expected size
of the H ii region around the most massive halo (see the
right panels in Figure 6). On the other hand, the best fit
value of AδTb is smaller than δTb,box (and also the best fit
value of AδTb as obtained from other two scenarios) by a
factor of 2.5. The main reason why the recovery is signif-
icantly worse in this case is that the H ii regions around
the chosen point are highly non-spherical in shape, while
the filter we are using to model the region is perfectly
spherical. As a result, there are no set of parameters for
which the filter overlaps significantly with the ionized re-
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Figure 9. Posterior constraints on the realistic Galaxy −Quasar30Myr model obtained using the MCMC analysis. The contour levels
in the two-dimensional contour plots represent 1σ and 2σ confidence levels respectively. The diagonal panels represent the marginalized
probability distribution of each parameter. The vertical dotted lines represent the best-fit values of the parameters obtained from the
MCMC analysis. The best-fit values of the position coordinates of the filter indicate the H ii bubble around the only Quasar considered
in this model whose position is (34.94′, 37.625′,−0.875 MHz). The mean δTb of the simulation box is 9.9 mK. This analysis corresponds
to 20 h of observation with SKA1-low at redshift 7.
gion (the overlap is somewhat better in the other two mod-
els). The maximum likelihood corresponds to a filter of size
R ≈ 48 cMpc in this case. A region of this size around
the prefixed position in the mock map contains a mixture
of ionized and neutral regions. Remember that we have en-
countered a similar situation in section 4.1 also. Bringing
the same analogy, we can represent the best-fit value for
AδTb ' (δTb,box ×
R3eff,HII
R3
) ' 4.3 mK where δTb,box ≈
10.1 mK, R ≈ 48 cMpc. This means the effective size of
the H ii regions within the spherical regions of radius ≈ 48
cMpc around the most massive halo is Reff,HII ≈ 35 cMpc.
The effective sizes of the H ii regions for the best-fit values
of Galaxy − Quasar30Myr and Galaxy − Quasar10Myr
models are ≈ 53 cMpc and 41 cMpc respectively.
Interestingly, the best-fit R obtained for the Galaxy −
noQuasar is very similar to the other two models. This in-
dicates that the size the ionized region, as detected by the
spherical filter, cannot distinguish between scenarios where
the quasar is present against those where it is absent.
We will now compare these best-fit values of R with the
size estimated using methods such as mean-free-path (MFP
(Mesinger & Furlanetto 2007) and Granulometry method
(GN) (Kakiichi et al. 2017). For this, we choose a part of the
simulation box around the most massive dark matter halo
within a radius given by the best-fit values of these scenar-
ios. Note that many of the large H ii bubbles at this stage
of reionization are inter-connected, hence it is important to
restrict the analysis to a limited region of interest. We con-
sider all the ionized (with xHII > 0.5) grid points within this
selected part of the box. The bubble size distributions for
these regions are shown in Figure 8. The sizes R MFPpeak and
R GNpeak at which the probability distribution functions be-
come maximum for both the methods are distinctly smaller
than the best-fit R value for the Galaxy − noQuasar case
(also see Table 3). On the other hand, best-fit R values we
obtain are well bracketed by the R MFPpeak and R
GN
peak values for
the Galaxy −Quasar30Myr and Galaxy −Quasar10Myr
cases. The difference between the characteristic size esti-
mated from these two methods and the best-fit R value is
the smallest for the case of Galaxy −Quasar30Myr as the
H ii bubble is more spherical in this case. For an irregu-
lar shaped H ii region, the best-fit R value obtained from
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Figure 10. Posterior constraints on the realistic Galaxy − noQuasar model obtained using the MCMC analysis. The contour levels in
the two-dimensional contour plots represent 1σ and 2σ confidence levels respectively. The diagonal panels represent the marginalized
probability distribution of each parameter. The vertical dotted lines represent the best-fit values of the parameters obtained from the
MCMC analysis. The mean δTb of the simulation box is 10.1 mK. This analysis corresponds to 20 h of observation with SKA1-low at
redshift 7.
our framework will be larger than the size estimated using
the MFP and GN method. This is because our filter-based
method takes into account the volume in all the H ii regions
within R, while the MFP and GN methods follow indi-
vidual smaller H ii regions and the details of their struc-
ture. To check this further, we estimate the effective radius
of the ionized region within the chosen part of the box,
i.e., we compute Reff = (
3×Vion
4pi)
)1/3 where Vion is the to-
tal volume of the ionized regions in the selected part of the
box. We found Reff values are ≈ 50, 39 and 35 cMpc for
the Galaxy−Quasar30Myr, Galaxy−Quasar10Myr and
Galaxy−noQuasar cases respectively. These are close to the
Reff,HII values ≈ 53, 41, and 35 cMpc estimated previously
using the best-fit parameter values.
The SNR corresponding to the best-fit parameters for
the Galaxy−Quasar30Myr, Galaxy−Quasar10Myr and
Galaxy − noQuasar models are 74.6, 50.6 and 26.7 respec-
tively. Note that the SNR is lower in case of Galaxy −
noQuasar although the best fit size of the H ii region is
larger than the Galaxy−Quasar10Myr model. This is due
to the smaller best fit value of the parameter AδTb in the
Galaxy − noQuasar model. In fact, a smaller SNR in the
Galaxy − noQuasar model is expected as the size of the
H ii bubble is smaller which can be seen in the maps. Also,
note that all these SNRs are smaller compared to the SNR
estimated for the toy H ii bubble model. This is due to a
smaller AδTb value in these realistic scenarios where the re-
gion outside the bubbles are significantly ionized by other
sources.
From the above discussion, it is clear that the recov-
ered best-fit value of R cannot distinguish between scenarios
where the quasar is present against those where it is absent.
However, we found that the SNR is considerably higher in
the presence of a quasar compared to the one without a
quasar. In principle, one can use a threshold on the SNR to
distinguish between these two scenarios, although it is not
straightforward to estimate that threshold. This needs fur-
ther investigation which is out of the scope of this paper and
will be addressed in the future.
Next, we will consider the full five-dimensional parame-
ter space study for the scenario Galaxy − Quasar30Myr.
Figure 9 shows the parameter constraints from this
MCMC analysis. The best-fit parameter values (stan-
dard deviations) obtained from the analysis are R =
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55.22(5.04) cMpc, θX = 36.9
′(5.46′), θY = 38.2′(17.1′),
∆ν = −0.95(1.28) MHz and AδTb = 9.71(1.7) mK. Clearly,
these best-fit values of the parameters correspond to the
largest H ii bubble in the field of view which is the ionized
region around the quasar as shown in the left panel of Figure
6. For reference, note that the location of the most massive
halo corresponds to θX = 34.94
′, θY = 37.625′ and ∆ν =-
0.875 MHz. Thus the recovered location of the bubble centre
does not exactly correspond to the halo location, however,
the deviation is . 5%. The SNR obtained from these best-fit
values of the filter parameters is ≈ 76 which is very simi-
lar to what we found in the case where the location of the
quasar was assumed to be known. Re-doing the same analy-
sis for even smaller observation time tobs ≈ 5 h, we find the
best fit values approach the expected values quite well with
a SNR ≈ 36.
When we vary all the parameters of the Galaxy −
Quasar10Myr model, the best-fit parameter values (stan-
dard deviations) obtained are R = 44.57(4.9) cMpc, θX =
38.2′(23.′), θY = 39.3′(21.5′), ∆ν = −0.858(2.9) MHz and
AδTb = 9.17(2.) mK which correspond to a SNR of ≈ 51.
These are similar to what we found when we varied only two
parameters R and AδTb assuming that the source location
is known. On the other hand, the best-fit parameters for the
Galaxy − noQuasar model are R = 54.6(3.1) cMpc, θX =
−45.2′(33.8′), θY = 42.4′(19′),∆ν = −5.76(3.9) MHz and
AδTb = 4.15(0.4) mK.
We present the results from the MCMC analysis for
this scenario in Figure 10. The SNR for this best-fit values
is ≈ 32 which is slightly larger than the SNR of the bub-
ble around the most massive halo, i.e., 26.7. In this case,
the inferred location is different than the location of the
most massive dark matter halo. In fact, the best-fit value
∆ν = −5.76 MHz means the location of the best-fit bubble
corresponds to a redshift which is smaller than 7. Due to
the light-cone effect, this H ii region is larger than the one
around the most massive halo at redshift 7. However, the
posterior distribution as shown in Figure 10 shows multiple
convergence points which means the observed part of the
sky contains multiple H ii regions with similar significance.
After pointing out the most probable positions of the large
H ii bubbles from the posterior distribution, one can per-
form another MCMC analysis within a limited part of the
sky around those points. In this way, a more accurate char-
acterisation of the H ii regions could be possible. The multi-
modal posterior distribution for Galaxy− noQuasar model
is distinctly different than other two models that contain
Quasars. Thus, in principle, the absence of a strong multi-
modal posterior could be used to distinguish a field with a
quasar.
To summarize the results, we find that our Bayesian
likelihood-based framework should be able to measure the
locations and sizes of the largest H ii bubbles and also an
estimate of the neutral fraction outside at redshift ≈ 7 even
for a shallow observation with the SKA1-low. Of course, this
framework has a limitation because the H ii region we are
trying to detect is modelled as spherical while the actual
shapes could be quite different. In this sense, our method
cannot provide all the details of the signal which, e.g., to-
mographic maps can provide. However, it is important to
keep in mind that the detection of the H ii region directly
in images requires a much longer observation time. For ex-
ample, a 10σ detection of the peak signal through images
with resolution ≈ 10′ and bandwidth 19 MHz at redshift
7 requires at least ≈ 60 h of SKA1-low observation time
(Ghara et al. 2017). On the contrary, our filter-based method
is able to detect the H ii bubbles using much less observa-
tion time, say, between 5-20 h. This thus motivates a new
observation strategy which consists of two steps: The first
step is to detect a large H ii bubble by applying the filters
on the observed visibilities in a shallow observation with
a few hours of observation time with SKA1-low. As these
large H ii regions may be rare, several such shallow obser-
vations should be done towards the different field of views.
This strategy will also be useful to avoid field with complex
features from the foregrounds, ionosphere etc. Our analysis
also suggests that regions with SNR & 50 are likely to be
ionized by a quasar while regions with smaller SNR do not
contain any active quasar. Once, a tentative detection of the
signal in some field is done with a significant SNR, the next
step will be to observe that field for a longer time. These
deeper observations will be useful to visually distinguish the
H ii regions in images and characterize the signal with more
detail.
5 CONCLUSIONS & DISCUSSIONS
In this study, we introduce a Bayesian approach to explore
the possibility of constraining the properties of individual
ionized regions during the Epoch of Reionization using the
upcoming SKA1-low. Such individual large ionized regions
are expected to contain clusters of UV emitting sources such
as early galaxies or even rare early Quasars. Thus such detec-
tion of ionized regions using 21 cm observations can trigger
followup experiments in Infrared to characterise the sources
at the center of such H ii bubbles. Our framework closely fol-
lows the calculations of Finn (1992) meant for detecting and
measuring parameters of gravitational wave. We extend the
matched filtering technique of Datta et al. (2007); Majum-
dar et al. (2012) to find a more rigorous method to obtain
the posterior distribution of the parameters that character-
ize the ionized bubble given an input observational data.
In this work, we assume that the signal from the bub-
ble can characterized by a spherical top-hat filter having five
parameters, namely, the radius and the three position coor-
dinates of the centre of the sphere and an amplitude that
measures the contrast between the signal inside and outside
the H ii region. This spherical signal is used to define the
likelihood which is then coupled to an MCMC-based anal-
ysis to extract the parameters of the H ii regions from the
simulated mock observations appropriate for the SKA1-low.
This entire framework is suitable for both targetted and also
blind searches of the H ii regions during the EoR. The main
findings of this study are listed below.
• When we test the framework on a toy model involv-
ing a single isolated H ii bubble in an uniform medium, the
method accurately estimates the size and position of the
bubble. In addition, it also determines the average bright-
ness temperature of the signal accurately. The SNR, which
measures the strength of the detection, increases with the
size of the H ii bubble. The SNR of the test H ii bubble of
size ≈ 50 cMpc at redshift ≈ 7 is ≈ 200 for 20 hours of
observation time with SKA1-low when the medium outside
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is completely neutral. For the same observation, the SNR
≈ 10 for a H ii bubble of size as small as ≈ 10 cMpc.
• When we apply the same framework to more realistic
reionization maps, the framework determines the position
and size of the largest H ii bubble in the FOV reasonably
accurately.
• The bubble properties can be recovered more accurately
when the bubble is large and close to spherical in shape.
This is the case, e.g., when the quasar has a relatively long
lifetime. In the case of an irregular shaped H ii region, the
estimated characteristic size of the bubble can be larger than
the real size. In that case, the contrast between the averaged
brightness temperatures of the entire volume and regions
inside the bubble turns out to be smaller.
• We find the SNR of the H ii region around a typical
quasar as observed in Mortlock et al. (2011) is ≈ 70 for
20 hours of observation with SKA1-low. However, the SNR
varies with the size of the bubble which, in turn, depends on
the properties of the quasar and the surrounding IGM. Thus,
we argue that the estimated size of the H ii region around
a quasar using our method can provide information about
the properties of the quasar. The value of SNR can also be
useful in distinguishing between cases where the regions are
ionized by quasars against those which are ionized by stars
in galaxies.
While we find that the detectability of the large
H ii regions during the EoR is significant when we apply
this method to the observed visibilities, we should also keep
in mind the various assumptions that go into this study. This
study assumes that the observed visibilities are accurately
calibrated and all artifacts have been removed. In reality,
such a favorable scenario is difficult to achieve. In addition,
we assumed that the Galactic and extra-galactic foregrounds
are well behaved and can be removed accurately from the
visibilities. In principle, our method can be extended such
that it can be applicable to visibilities with the well-behaved
foregrounds. This may reduce the SNR slightly. We will ad-
dress the performance of the pipeline in the presence of fore-
grounds in future studies.
While our present work is focussed on detecting the
large H ii regions during the epoch of reionization, the same
formalism is also applicable to find emission/absorption re-
gions during the Cosmic Dawn. During the Cosmic Dawn,
the IGM is expected to consist of large emission/absorption
regions around the sources (see e.g., Ghara et al. 2015a,
2017; Ross et al. 2019). Such blind searches can indicate
the possible positions of sources at such high redshifts and
thus, will be relevant for future NIR observations with in-
struments such as the JWST.
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APPENDIX A: DETAILED DERIVATION OF
THE LIKELIHOOD
We provide details of the derivation of the form of the like-
lihood used in this work to constrain the parameters. Our
method closely follows that of Finn (1992) where the calcu-
lations were meant for detection and interpretation of the
gravitational wave signal. We repeat the formalism here for
the radio visibilities.
Consider a visibility measurement V (~U, ν) using a radio
interferometer with baselines ~U and operating frequency ν.
The signal is assumed to have two components, namely, the
signal S(~U, ν) and the system noise N(~U, ν). If the noise
component dominates the measurement, it becomes difficult
to detect the signal directly. In that case, we assume a model
Sf (~U, ν;µ) for the signal which depends on several unknown
model parameters denoted by the multi-dimensional vector
µ. We can then write the total visibility as
V (~U, ν) =
{
Sf (~U, ν;µ) +N(~U, ν) if signal present,
N(~U, ν) if signal not present.
(A1)
Now, while calculating the detectability of the signal, we
are usually interested in the quantity P (Sf |V ) defined as the
conditional probability that the signal Sf (~U, ν;µ), for un-
known µ, is present given the observed V (~U, ν). If this prob-
ability P (Sf |V ) exceeds a pre-decided detection threshold,
then we assume to have detected the signal. Using Bayes’
theorem, we can write
P (Sf |V ) = P (V |Sf ) P (Sf )
P (V )
, (A2)
where P (V |Sf ) is the probability of measuring V if Sf is
present, P (Sf ) is the prior that the signal Sf is present
and P (V ) is the probability that V is observed. One can
express P (V ) in terms of two probabilities: Sf present and
Sf absent:
P (V ) = P (V |0)P (0) + P (V |Sf )P (Sf ), (A3)
where P (0) is the prior that the signal is not present and
P (V |0) is the probability of observing V in absence of the
signal10. Further, we can write the probability P (V |Sf ) that
the signal is present as an integral over probabilities that the
signal is characterized by a particular parameter set µ:
P (V |Sf ) =
∫
dµ p(µ) P [V |Sf (µ)]. (A4)
In the expression above, P [V |Sf (µ)] is the probability den-
sity of observing V assuming Sf (µ) with a particular µ is
present and p(µ) is the prior probability density that Sf is
characterized by µ.
The above equations can be manipulated to obtain
P (Sf |V ) = Λ
Λ + P (0)/P (Sf )
, (A5)
where
Λ ≡ P (V |Sf )
P (V |0) =
∫
dµ Λ(µ), (A6)
and
Λ(µ) ≡ p(µ)P [V |Sf (µ)]
P (V |0) . (A7)
If we are interested in measuring the values of the pa-
rameters µ, then we need to compute the the conditional
probability p[Sf (µ)|V ] that the particular signal Sf (~U, ν;µ)
characterized by µ is present in the data V (~U, ν). Note that
this probability is given by
p[Sf (µ)|V ] = Λ(µ)
Λ + P (0)/P (Sf )
(A8)
such that the integral
∫
dµ p[Sf (µ)|V ] = P (Sf |V ). Since
p[Sf (µ)|V ] ∝ Λ(µ) and the denominator is independent of
µ, the probability distribution is essentially determined by
Λ(µ). For example, to obtain the best-fit parameters µˆ, it
is sufficient to maximize the quantity Λ(µ) (or equivalently,
ln Λ(µ)).
A1 Explicit form of Λ(µ)
Let us now work out the explicit form of the conditional
probability defined in equation (A7) in terms of the tele-
scope properties. To do this, first note that the conditional
probability of measuring V (~U, ν) when the particular signal
Sf (~U, ν;µ) is present is the same as the conditional proba-
bility of measuring V ′(~U, ν) = V (~U, ν) − Sf (~U, ν;µ) when
the signal Sf (~U, ν;µ) is not present in V
′(~U, ν), i.e.,
P [V |Sf (µ)] = P [V − Sf (µ)|0]. (A9)
10 Note that in conventional likelihood calculations, the quantity
P (V ) corresponds to the probability of observing the data which
is expected to be independent of the model. Hence this quantity is
fixed by normalization condition. In our case, P (V ) is implicitly
dependent on the signal we are trying to detect.
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Hence it is sufficient for us to work out the form of P (V |0).
In absence of the signal, the visibility is simply given by
the noise V (~U, ν) = N(~U, ν) which, in our case, is assumed
to be a realization of a gaussian random field. Let us assume
that there are NB baselines labelled by ~Ui, i = 1, 2, . . . , NB ,
and NC frequency channels να, α = 1, 2, . . . , NC . The visi-
bilities can then be labelled as Viα ≡ V (~Ui, να). We can then
write the probability as
P (Viα|0) = P (Niα) = 1√
2 piσN,iα
exp
(
−|Viα|
2
σ2N,iα
)
, (A10)
where σN,iα is the rms of the noise in the baseline i and
frequency channel α.
Assuming the visibilities Viα for different i, α to be in-
dependent, we can write
P (V |0) = 1√
2 pi
∏
i,α σN,iα
exp
(
−
∑
i,α
|Viα|2
σ2N,iα
)
. (A11)
At this point, let us shift to the continuum limit with
the identification∑
i,α
(. . .) −→
∫
d2U
∫
dν nB(~U, ν) (. . .)
= NBNC
∫
d2U
∫
dν ρB(~U, ν) (. . .) , (A12)
where nB(~U, ν) d
2U dν gives the number of baselines in the
interval d2U dν and ρB(~U, ν) is the corresponding normal-
ized distribution∫
d2U
∫
dν ρB(~U, ν) = 1. (A13)
Hence the ratio that appears in the expression for Λ(µ) is
given by
P [V |Sf (µ)]
P (V |0) =
P [V − Sf (µ)|0]
P (V |0)
= exp
[
NBNC
∫
d2U
∫
dν
ρB(~U, ν)
σ2N (
~U, ν)
×
{
V (~U, ν)S∗f (~U, ν;µ) + V
∗(~U, ν)Sf (~U, ν;µ)
−|Sf (~U, ν;µ)|2
}]
. (A14)
Now, since the quantities in the image plane are real,
the visibilities must satisfy the following constraints
V ∗(~U) = V (−~U), S∗f (~U) = Sf (−~U). (A15)
Also, since the baselines are determined by positions of an-
tenna pairs, the corresponding distribution must be sym-
metric ρB(~U) = ρB(−~U). The same argument works for the
noise rms σ2N (~U) = σ
2
N (−~U). These conditions simplify the
expression as
Λ(µ) = p(µ) exp
[
NBNC
∫
d2U
∫
dν
ρB(~U, ν)
σ2N (
~U, ν)
×
{
2V (~U, ν)S∗f (~U, ν;µ)− |Sf (~U, ν;µ)|2
}]
. (A16)
The above expression can be further simplified if the rms
noise is independent of the baseline and frequency channel:
Λ(µ) = p(µ) exp
[
1
σ2rms
∫
d2U
∫
dν ρB(~U, ν)
×
{
2V (~U, ν)S∗f (~U, ν;µ)− |Sf (~U, ν;µ)|2
}]
, (A17)
where σ2rms = σ
2
N/(NBNC) is the rms of the noise map.
For uniform prior on parameters, Λ(µ) is nothing but the
likelihood function.
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